In this paper, we look at the sector-level asymmetric effects of the monetary policy shocks on economic activity in Turkey. Using business cycles for the state of the economy, we find that monetary policy shocks have strong effects on both aggregate GDP, services and industrial production and sub-sectors during recessionary periods. The results are weaker for the expansionary periods. We further study whether the results depend on the state of the credit cycles. Similar results emerge in that the monetary policy is more effective during credit slowdowns with economically more feasible quantitative effects compared to the business cycles.
Introduction
The effects of monetary policy on economic activity constitute an important part of the research agenda on monetary policy and macroeconomics. Many empirical studies show that the effects of monetary policy shocks on real economy activity are stronger in slowdowns than in expansions (Garcia and Schaller (2002) and Lo and Piger (2005) for the U.S., Dolado and Maria-Doleros (2000) for Spain, and Peersman and Smets (2005) and Karras (1996) for the Euro Area). This asymmetry can work from different channels. One channel is based on credit market imperfections. According to this channel, during expansionary times, firms can finance themselves with retained earnings and external finance premium is likely to be relatively low because of strong balance sheets. However during slowdowns, firms find it hard to finance themselves with retained earnings since cash flows are low. Higher dependence on external financing makes them more sensitive to changes in the monetary policy stance. Hence, an unanticipated change in the interest rate leads to significant effect on economic activity in slowdown periods (Bernanke and Gertler (1989) , Bernanke and Gertler (1995) and Bernanke et al. (1996) ). Another channel works through convex short-run aggregate supply curve. In the presence of this type of supply curves, during slowdowns, a shift in aggregate demand stemming from a monetary policy shock would have a stronger effect on output than on prices. However, during expansions the same shift in aggregate demand would have stronger effect on prices than on output. As a results, the effects of monetary policy changes on demand and therefore on production would be stronger during slowdowns (Laxton et al. (1995) , Peltzman (2000) , Ball and Mankiw (1994) , and Senda (2001)). This paper analyzes the effects of the monetary policy shocks on the real economic activity in Turkey during 2006-2014 period. We use sectoral data in this analysis as the impact of such shocks could vary considerably across sectors. We initially do not make a distinction between different states of the economy in analyzing the output effect of monetary policy shocks. Then, we study if there exist any asymmetric effect of such shocks across different economic states. More specifically, we investigate whether monetary policy shocks have differential effects on the real economic activity during economic expansions and slowdowns, and during different phases of credit cycles. We employ Markov Switching Model (MSM) of Hamilton (1989) to endogenously determine the probability of moving from one state 1 to the other one for each point in time.
Normally, the state of the economy is measured from the production variables like gross domestic product or industrial production. However, especially in emerging economy countries like Turkey, the state of the economy could be also affected by the global/domestic financial conditions heavily. There are studies showing that financial cycles and business cycles could exhibit important differences (Borio (2012) ). Therefore, to see the possible differences coming from the use of different state variables and also as a robustness check, we directly estimate economic states from both the GDP and credit cycles separately.
One important point in the analysis is the true identification of monetary policy shocks. If monetary policy shocks are not properly identified, then the effects of such shocks could be misleading. Direct use of interest rate as the monetary policy indicator could be inappropriate as interest rates are endogenous.
In this paper, we rely on the monetary policy shocks generated from Kilinc and Tunc (2014) , which use a rich structural VAR model with block exogeneity assumption for proper identification of monetary policy shocks in small open economies. Then, we use these shocks in our model to investigate whether monetary policy shocks have different effects on real economic activity.
In the first part of the analysis, in which no asymmetry is considered, the results suggest no significant effects of the monetary policy shocks on the GDP, services, and the industrial growth and very limited effect on a few sectors of industries. In the second part of the analysis, in which we examine the asymmetric effects of such shocks, the results show the presence of strong asymmetric effect of these shocks on the GDP, services, and the industrial growth both at the aggregate level and at the disaggregated sector level. Therefore the effects of the monetary policy shocks on the economic activity depend on expansionary and slowdown periods and on credit cycles. More importantly, we show that using credit cycles, we obtain economically more feasible asymmetric quantitative effects of the monetary policy shocks on the real economic activity than using expansionary and slowdown periods.
This study is related to the literature on the effects of monetary policy shocks on real economic activity in different aspects. Garcia and Schaller (2002) use MSM to examine the asymmetry of the monetary policy on the real economic activity in the U.S. between 1953-93 time period. They find that interest rate changes have stronger effect on output during slowdowns than during expansions. Us-2 ing quarterly data of Spain over the period 1977-97, Dolado and Maria-Doleros (2000) also find that monetary policy shocks have larger effects in slowdowns. Smets (2005, 2002) estimate the effects of a euro area-wide monetary policy shock on output growth in eleven industries of seven European countries. Their results suggest that the negative effect of an increase in the interest rate on output is significantly greater in slowdowns than in expansions. Lo and Piger (2005) have investigated the asymmetric effects of the US monetary policy on the real economy in the US. They conclude that policy actions taken during slowdowns seem to have larger effects on the real economic activity than those taken during expansions.
There are also studies on the effects of monetary policy shocks on industrial heterogeneity. For instance, Ganley and Salmon (1997) and Hayo and Uhlenbrock (2000) find the effects of an unanticipated monetary shock to be unevenly distributed across sectors in the England and Germany. Dedola and Lippi (2005) have systematically analyzed some industries for five OECD countries. Their analysis reveals that the monetary policy is stronger for industries that (1) produce durable goods, (2) have greater financing requirement, and (3) have smaller borrowing capacity. For the US manufacturing industries, Barth and Ramey (2002) find significant differential effects of monetary policy shocks across industries.
An important contribution of this paper to the existing literature is that it investigates the asymmetric effects of monetary policy shocks on the real economic activity not only in the aspect of commonly used economic expansions and recessions but also in the aspects of credit cycles. While these economic cycles can have similar patterns for some periods, they can also diverge in some other periods. The results also support the view that the output effects of monetary policy shocks on the real economic activity diverge to some extent depending on the definition of economic cycles.
Another important contribution of this paper to this literature is that to the best of our knowledge, it is the first paper examining the asymmetric effects of the monetary policy shocks on the sectoral growth in Turkey. A recent study (Ozlu and Yalcin (2012) ) investigates the trade credit channel of the monetary policy transmission in Turkey using a panel data of large sample of firms. They find that firms more aggressively substitute trade credits for bank loans in recessionary periods. This also suggests the possible asymmetric effects of the monetary policy shocks on the real economic activity in Turkey. A recent study by Altunok and Fendoglu (2015) on Turkish firms shows that the cost of financing is more 3 sensitive to firms' indebtedness level during contractionary periods than during expansionary periods.
The results of the paper have some implications for macroeconomic and monetary policies as well.
The effect of interest rate changes is limited during periods of strong economic activity or fast credit growth compared to periods of weak economic activity or slow credit growth, where the effect is stronger.
As a result, supporting the interest rate policy with other policies would be important for demand management especially during expansionary times. Moreover, using the interest rates as the main policy instrument in this case can generate some financial stability trade-offs in small open economies. For example increasing interest rates during a demand boom can attract short-term capital inflows into the country, thereby appreciating the domestic currency, possibly worsening current account balance and supporting the domestic demand and therefore weakening the monetary policy effectiveness. To tackle these demand management and financial stability issues together, using additional policy instruments would increase the effectiveness of overall policy framework. 1
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the model in detail and introduce the monetary policy shocks and the data. In the following section, we present the estimation results of different specifications of the models and discuss their results. The final section concludes.
Model and Data

Empirical Model
In this section, we layout the specifications of the empirical models employed for the analysis. In the first model, we assume a very simple structure in which no regime switching features are included. We use seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) method as there might be correlation between shocks affecting different sectors.
1 See Aysan et al. (2015) for an overview of macroprudential policies in Turkey.
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where ∆y i,t is the quarterly growth rate of sector i at time t and M P t−1 is the monetary policy shock at time t-1. This model assumes that a monetary policy shock at time t would affect the real economy in the following quarter to account for possible lags in the monetary transmission process.
Following Peersman and Smets (2005) , we then incorporate regime switching probabilities into the model in order to examine possible asymmetric effect of the monetary policy shocks on the sectoral growth.
where ρ g,t and ρ b,t are the probabilities of being in states g and b at time t and β i,g and β i,b stand for the short-run coefficients for being in states g and b, respectively. In the case of economic activity, states g and b correspond to economic expansions and slowdowns and in the case of credit cycles, they correspond to strong credit growth and slow credit growth periods respectively.
We use the following Markov Switching Method (MSM) equation to estimate the probabilities of regime switches between states (i.e. ρ g and ρ b ) for each time period.
where g t is the quarterly growth rate of the GDP at time t in the case of economic activity, and the yearly change in the stock of of business credits as a ratio to GDP in the case of credit cycles while µ st represents the mean growth rate of GDP being in state s t for the case of GDP and the mean of the net business credits to GDP ratio being in state s t for the case of credit cycles.
Monetary Policy Shocks
We cannot use the changes in the short-term interest rate for the monetary policy shocks because of the endogeneity issue between the interest rate and the economic activity. Therefore, we use the monetary policy shocks estimated by Kilinc and Tunc (2014) for Turkey for the 2006Q1-2014Q4 period. They employ a structural VAR (SVAR) model which uses world energy price, world industrial production, and the federal funds rate as external variables and gross domestic product, the consumer price index, monetary aggregate, the real effective exchange rate, country risk premium, and the short-term interest rate as domestic variables. The model incorporates block exogeneity assumption, which implies that the shocks to the domestic variables of small open economies have no impact on the external variables neither contemporaneously nor in lag form but the shocks to the external variables could have even contemporaneous impact on the domestic variables of such economies. 2 The impulse responses of shocks to the interest rate, country risk premium, world energy price, and world industrial production show that the model can successfully represent the dynamics of the Turkish economy.
We display in Figure 1 the monthly changes in the interest rate and the monetary policy shocks generated from the SVAR model for 2006-2014 period. In some periods, the whole changes in the interest rate are fully shocks while in some other periods shocks can only partly explain the changes in the interest rate. We take the sum of 3-month shocks for this analysis as we are using quarterly data.
Data
This study uses Turkish data at quarterly frequency from 2006Q1 to 2014Q4. Table 1 displays the data, their sources, and necessary transformations for this analysis. The seasonally-adjusted data of the aggregate and sector-level services, industrial production indices, and the GDP are provided by the Turkstat. Monetary policy shocks are obtained from Kilinc and Tunc (2014) . Business credit data are from the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (BRSA) and are adjusted for the exchange rate movements. We use the yearly change in the stock of business credits as a ratio to GDP as the variable of interest for the credit cycles.
2 See Cushman and Zha (1997) for the importance of this assumption in analyzing small open economies. 6 3 Results Finally, we perform the estimation for the sub-categories of services in Panel C. In this first exercise, we aim to analyze if we can observe any effect of the monetary policy shocks on the economic activity in a simple model. The fourth column of the Table 2 shows the effects of the monetary policy shocks on the GDP and its sub-components. The results reveal that an unanticipated 100 basis points change in the interest rate has no impact on the GDP growth or the main production sectors of agriculture, industry, services and construction. In Panel C of Table 2 , we look at the 14 sub-sectors of services as a system and again find no significant effects of the monetary policy shocks.
The Simple Analysis
In Table 3 we repeat the same exercise for industry sector and its sub-sectors where the data comes solely from the industrial production index. Panel A of the Table 3 , we look at the 22 sub-sectors of manufacturing as a system, and find significant effects only on three sectors, namely tobacco, paper and non-metallic products. 3 Therefore, these results suggest no significant effects of the monetary policy shocks on the economic activity in Turkey when no asymmetric effect is taken into account.
Asymmetric Effects: Business Cycles
As the effects of the monetary policy shocks on the economic activity are found to be asymmetric in various studies, in the following part, we estimate Equation 2, in which the asymmetric effects are included. In the first asymmetric analysis, we make a distinction between economic expansions and recessions. We estimate the probabilities of being in each state through using GDP in Equation 4.
The quarterly growth rate of the GDP and the state switching probabilities obtained from the GDP are displayed in Figure 2 . This model chooses the global financial crisis period as the main recession period.
There are also small probabilities of being in recession in 2013 and end-2014 where growth rates slow down. However, from the perspective of the GDP, crisis period dominates.
Having estimated the probabilities of expansions and recessions for each quarter, then we feed these probabilities into Equation 2 to estimate the asymmetric effect of the monetary policy shocks according to these states. The results are reported in Table 4 for the GDP, the main sub-sectors of the GDP and then for sub-sectors of services and in Table 5 for sub-sectors of industry. Columns 5 and 6 (i.e. β g and β b ) capture the effects of monetary policy shocks on economic activity for expansion and recession periods, respectively. The results indicate strong asymmetric effects of the monetary policy shocks on the economic activity. According to Table 4 , an unexpected decrease in the interest rate by 100 bps during contractionary times supports the quarterly growth rate by 6.3% for the GDP while the same size shock has no effect during the expansionary times. Looking at the main sectors, we find that industry and services are affected significantly from the monetary policy shocks during contractionary times while no effect is found on agriculture and construction activities. Another finding is that the effect on industry is much larger compared to the effect on services. In the last part of Table 4 , we look at the sub-sectors of services as a system and find that wholesale and retail trade, transportation and storage, and administrative-support-technical activities are the sectors that monetary policy has significant effects on during contractionary times. The first two of these are large services sectors and constitute around 50% percent of aggregate services. From the Table 4 , we further see that none of main sub-sectors of the 8 GDP or services are affected during expansionary times.
Then in Table 5 , we check the sub-sectors of industry. We find that an unexpected decrease in the interest rate by 100 bps during contractionary times supports the quarterly growth rate by 8.1% for aggregate industry and by 9.7% for manufacturing while the same size shock has no effect during the expansionary times. The same asymmetry is observed for many manufacturing sub-sectors with different magnitudes. From a basic classification of manufacturing as intermediate goods, durable and nondurable consumptions goods, and capital goods, we see that the monetary policy shocks have strong effects on durable consumption goods and capital goods. This is an expected result, similar to the literature, since these goods involve significant intertemporal shifts in the demand (durables in the consumption basket of households and capital goods in the investment basket of firms) and also they are likelier to be financed by credit. Therefore, through their effect on intertemporal behavior and credit demand, interest rate changes might have strong effects on durables and capital goods, as found in our results.
When we look at the sub-sectors of the manufacturing, we find that during expansionary period, one sectors is significantly affected by interest rate shock but the size of the impact is very small. On the other hand, during contractionary periods, ten sectors are significantly affected by an interest rate shock. Furthermore, the sizes of the impacts are quite large compared to expansionary periods. Motor vehicles sector is the most sensitive sector followed by paper and wood products, electrical equipment, leather and rubber products, and textiles and furniture. This result is in line with the literature that the output effect of the monetary policy is most strongly observable in the heavy industries as in Hayo and Uhlenbrock (2000) , Dedola and Lippi (2005) , and Peersman and Smets (2005) . In contrast, sectors of food products and beverages, which produce perishable goods, are not found to be sensitive to interest rate shocks both in expansionary and contractionary periods. Dedola and Lippi (2005) and Peersman and Smets (2005) have also find that these sectors are the least sensitive to the stance of the monetary policy than the other sectors. We also test if the β i,g and β i,g coefficients across these two states are the same in order to check if the difference between these parameters are significant and find that most the coefficients are statistically different from each other. Therefore, the results in Table 5 are in line with the findings of Garcia and Schaller (2002) , Dolado and Maria-Doleros (2000) , and Peersman and Smets (2005) and suggest strong asymmetric effect of the monetary policy shocks on the real economic 9 activity.
These consistently found asymmetries in Tables 4 and 5 help us understand why we observe no real effect of the monetary policy shocks when we employ a simple regression model. If we do not control for the state of the economy, then the weak effects of the monetary policy shocks during more prevalent expansionary periods suppress the strong effects during less common contractionary periods and we get spurious conclusion that the monetary policy shocks have no significant real effect on the economic activity. This analysis and the related results show the importance of controlling for the state of the economy for proper identification of the effects of monetary policy shocks.
We also display in Figure 3 the distribution of the coefficients that measure the impact of monetary policy shocks for 22 sub-sectors of the industry during expansionary and recessionary periods (β i,g and β i,b ). The comparison between Panel A, which displays the parameters for the expansionary times and Panel B, which displays the parameters for the contractionary times shows the asymmetry in another form. The distribution of the coefficients for the expansionary times is compressed around zero and their sizes are very small. However, the coefficients for the contractionary times are relatively more dispersed and are quite larger than the coefficients of expansionary times. The figure further shows that there are more statistically-significant coefficients for the contractionary periods than the expansionary periods.
When estimating states of the economy from the GDP data, MSM captures the deep global financial crisis almost as the only contractionary period and assigns small probabilities of being in recession to the other periods. Therefore, the crisis period of 2009 might be dominating the results for some sectors like motor vehicles. One way of handling this shortcoming would be to extend the data to earlier periods and as a result include other contractionary times. We have the GDP and the industry data going back enough periods but the main constraint comes from estimating the interest rate shocks. Between 2001 and 2006, strong disinflationary dynamics and fiscal consolidation make it difficult to estimate the monetary policy shocks and before 2001 different monetary policy regimes make it challenging to fit a standard monetary model as explained by Kilinc and Tunc (2014) . Another way of trying to handle this shortcoming would be to check the robustness of results with different cycle definitions for the same time period as we do next.
Asymmetric Effects: Credit Cycles
In this part we look at the effects of the monetary policy shocks for different states of credit cycles.
Defining the state of economy with respect to credit cycle could be informative as well. First, it serves as a robustness check of the asymmetrical results coming from the economic expansions and slowdowns above. Second, estimating states from credit could be valuable on its own. In emerging countries like Turkey, global and domestic financial conditions are very important for economic activity and financial cycles could differ from standard business cycles significantly as mentioned in Borio (2012) . Also, firms could be credit constrained and sensitive to credit conditions affecting their economic activity.
Households could be similarly credit constrained so affecting the demand for sectors. Furthermore, using the credit cycles could be considered as a more direct way of looking at the asymmetry of financial accelerator effects.
In order to obtain the probabilities of being in the credit expansions and slowdowns, again we use By incorporating the probabilities of being in the credit expansions and slowdowns, we estimate Equation 2 and display the results in Table 6 and 7. Similar to the previous case, we observe asymmetric effects of the monetary policy shocks on the economic activity. According to Table 6 , an unexpected decrease in the interest rate by 100 bps during credit slowdowns supports the quarterly growth rate of the GDP by 1.9% while the same shock has no effect during the credit expansions. In the second panel of Table 6 , we look at the main sub-sectors of the GDP and again find that monetary policy shocks affect industry and services while no effect is found on agriculture and construction. These results from the credit cycles are totally with the results from business cycles with only difference being the smaller coefficients. For the sub-sectors of services, we again find that negative monetary policy surprises increase the quarterly growth of transportation and storage and administrative-support-technical activities.
Then in Table 7 , we repeat the same analysis for industry and its sub-sectors. According to the table, an unexpected decrease in the interest rate by 100 bps during credit slowdowns supports the quarterly growth rate by 2.6% for the aggregate industry and by 2.8% for manufacturing while the same size shock has no effect during the credit expansions. Among the 22 sub-sectors, a negative interest rate shock affect four sectors positively in slowdowns while they affect only one sector positively in expansionary times. Motor vehicles, wood, paper and rubber products, and pharmaceutical products are the sectors that monetary policy could significantly affect similar to the results from states being determined by the GDP.
We also show in Figure 5 the distribution of the coefficients for effect of the monetary policy shocks on the industrial growth rate. Similar to Figure 3 , the magnitude of the coefficients are greater for the slowdowns and they are relatively less compressed around zero. One important difference between Panel B of Figures 3 and 5 , however, is the size of coefficients. With credit cycles we get much smaller coefficients. For example, an unexpected decrease in the interest rate by 100 bps supports the quarterly growth rate of GDP by 6.3% and industrial production by 9.7% during recessions measured by GDP and by 1.9% and 2.8%, respectively during credit slowdowns . For the motor vehicles, these coefficients are 41.3% and 10.7%, respectively. Overall, estimation through credit cycles also finds that monetary policy has asymmetric effects on industrial production; however, magnitudes of responses are economically more feasible with this approach. Therefore, using credit cycles provide valuable information for the effects of monetary policy shocks. 
Conclusion
This paper investigates the asymmetric effects of the monetary policy shocks on the real economic activity in Turkey between 2006Q1 to 2014Q4 by employing Markov Regime Switching Model. It considers asymmetries related to the economic expansions and recessions measured by the GDP and related to the credit cycles. The results show that the effects of the monetary policy shocks on the GDP, industrial production and services are not observable if any of these asymmetries are disregarded. When we take asymmetrical effects of the monetary policy shocks into consideration where the asymmetry depends on the state of the economy, then the effects of the monetary policy shocks become visible. Economic activity responds to the monetary policy actions more strongly during economic contraction periods and during weak credit growths. These effects are stronger for industrial production compared to services.
Among the sub-sectors of industry, the effects are stronger for durable consumption goods and capital goods, while the effects are not significant for the sectors that produce nondurable consumption goods and intermediate goods. Both estimations for the state of the economy give the same results that monetary policy is more effective in slowdowns, while using credit cycles we find economically more feasible quantitative effects.
Expanding the analysis for a sufficiently long time period would allow for more robust analysis.
However, we cannot not expand the data because it is difficult to obtain plausible monetary policy shocks 13 in Turkey for the time period before the explicit implementation of inflation targeting. Having said this, this study can be extended by investigating the contribution of sectoral heterogeneity on the effects of policy shocks by using firm level data. For instance, a distinction between durable good production sectors versus non-durable goods production sectors, foreign market oriented sectors versus domestic market oriented sectors, or small or large firms could provide different patterns for the asymmetric effects of the monetary policy shocks. Standard errors are reported in the parenthesis where (*), (**), and (***) indicate significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. β is the short-run coefficient of monetary policy shocks. Panel A display the results for the total industrial production while Panel B shows the results of the manufacturing sector only. We display three main sub-sectors of the industrial production in a system in Panel C. In the last two panels (D and E), we split the manufacturing sector into 4 main and 22 detailed sub-sectors, respectively. For each panel, the seemingly unrelated regression estimation is performed separately. Standard errors are reported in the parenthesis where (*), (**), and (***) indicate significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. βg and β b are the short-run coefficient of monetary policy shocks during expansionary and recessionary periods, respectively. Panel A display the results for the total industrial production while Panel B shows the results of the manufacturing sector only. We display three main sub-sectors of the industrial production in a system in Panel C. In the last two panels (D and E), we split the manufacturing sector into 4 main and 22 detailed sub-sectors, respectively. For each panel, the seemingly unrelated regression estimation is performed separately. Standard errors are reported in the parenthesis where (*), (**), and (***) indicates significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. βg and β b are the short-run coefficient of monetary policy shocks during credit expansions and slowdowns, respectively. Panel A display the results for the aggregate GDP while in Panel B, we split GDP into its four main components. In Panel C, we further split the services sector into its 14 sub-categories. For each panel, the seemingly unrelated regression estimation is performed separately. Standard errors are reported in the parenthesis where (*), (**), and (***) indicate significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. βg and β b are the short-run coefficient of monetary policy shocks during credit expansions and slowdowns, respectively. Panel A display the results for the total industrial production while Panel B shows the results of the manufacturing sector only. We display three main sub-sectors of the industrial production in a system in Panel C. In the last two panels (D and E), we split the manufacturing sector into 4 main and 22 detailed sub-sectors, respectively. For each panel, the seemingly unrelated regression estimation is performed separately.
